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SCENE 1 INT/DAY 1 
SET: THE PYRATE MILL LIVING SPACE 
Woody is sitting at a computer screen tapping the keys with his ‘peg hands.’ Enter 
Captain Nice who is very much on edge. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
Have you finished the Landing Page for the Web site Woody? 
 
WOODY:  
I be trying… 
 
CAPTAIN NICE: 
I am trying. We have to finish that Web site today! 
 
WOODY: 
My head hurts like a bordello after hours. 
 
Woody holds his head in his ‘peg hands.’ 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
You shouldn’t drink on an empty head. Where’s Granite? 
 
WOODY:  
What you trying? 
 
CAPTAIN NICE: 
I’m trying, not. [LOSING HIS TEMPER] ..to… have… hell… unleashed… IN 
WELWYN GARDEN FUCKING CITY! 
 
WOODY: [A BEAT] 
Aye Captain. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
If this Web site is not up and running by end of play today, then Woody, my shipmate, 
my little wooden Barracuda, then the Captain General of the Northern Fleet will descend 
on this home county back water and lay it and us to waste.  
 
WOODY: 
I can’t click Captain. 
 
Woody is having trouble with the computer mouse. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE: 
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What? Where’s your plug-in gripping hand? 
 
WOODY:  
It… 
 
Captain Nice looks at Woody in a fury. 
 
WOODY: 
I left it somewhere Captain. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
I left it somewhere. When the Captain General leaves your plums on a saucer for the 
hedgehogs then… 
 
There is a roar as Granite steps into the living space. Captain Nice jumps and Woody 
freezes. Granite wears a cutlass on his belt. 
 
GRANITE: 
Me gusta COFFEE! JOSE! 
 
Cut to an open hatch in the middle of the living space. Where Jose keeps the Galley. 
 
JOSE: (V.O.) 
Cappuccino? 
 
GRANITE:  
A pint and make it frothy you Latino Barristo Lady Boy Sucker! 
 
Steam rises from the Galley hatch. 
 
WOODY: 
I had the dream again. 
 
GRANITE: [TO THE SERVING HATCH] 
No me gusta Jos-ANNA! 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
Are you alright Camarado? 
 
GRANITE:  
Aye Captain. 
 
Granite stiffens. 
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CAPTAIN NICE: 
Woody needs you on the mouse Granite. 
 
GRANITE: 
I loves mammals. Much warmer than DOLPHINS! 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
It’s a rodent. 
 
WOODY: 
I can’t click Cap’n! 
 
GRANITE:[STROKING HIMSELF] 
I loves mammals. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
We’re not at sea now Granite. It’s a rodent. Its family name is Muridae. 
 
GRANITE: 
I need Coffee. JOSE! 
 
A hand appears from the galley hatch holding a pint mug of foaming Cappuccino. 
Granite takes the mug. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
What dream Woody? 
 
GRANITE: 
‘Twas it the one where you’re flying over the Indies with your mother and a wedding 
party? 
 
Granite laughs. Woody looks evil and has a thought. 
 
WOODY:  
What be the time Granite? 
 
Granite, with his first sip of coffee on the way, looks at his watch and spills the contents 
of the mug into the galley.  
 
JOSE: (V.O.) 
MALO! 
 
GRANITE: 
YOU FORNICATING HADDOCK!  
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CAPTAIN NICE:  
Now men, that won’t do. 
 
Jose hands up another mug 
 
WOODY:  
Did you say ten past? 
 
Granite looks at his watch with the same result. 
 
JOSE: (V.O.) 
MALO! 
 
Granite drops the mug down the hatch. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:[TRYING TO DISTRACT] 
Men, let us think of the fine time we had at the awards last night. 
 
Enter Bridgett with her shopping. Including a Burberry skirt on a hanger. Jose hands up 
another mug 
 
BRIDGETT:  
Morning boys. Did you enjoy the Kensington Roof Gardens last night? Did you win 
anything? 
 
ALL: 
Morning Bridgett! Aye! 
 
BRIDGETT: 
Look at the time. 
 
Granite looks at his watch. The coffee spills into the galley. 
 
JOSE: (V.O.) 
How about a coke? 
 
Granite is almost fit to explode. 
 
BRIDGETT:  
Look at what I bought. 
 
WOODY:  
Captain shouldn’t we be getting ready for the Webeminar? 
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CAPTAIN NICE: 
Jumping Marlins. The Captain General’s Webeminar. Granite get on that mouse! Bridgett 
prepare the lights. Woody full clicks ahead. 
 
Granite is handed another mug. 
 
JOSE: (V.O.) 
Run for it. 
 
Granite takes a sip.  
 
GRANITE: 
SEMI SKIMMED MILK! SATAN’S SOW! 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
Now Granite. 
 
WOODY: 
I… 
 
Granite looks at his watch. The coffee is lost. 
 
GRANITE:  
Now be…Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! 
 
Granite draws his cutlass and sets to a settee, pulling at it with one hand while slashing 
with his cutlass, he bites into bits of cushion. The settee is destroyed in seconds. 
 
Silence  
 
CAPTAIN NICE: 
Granite I’ve told you about this sort of thing before. 
 
Bridgett returns with more shopping. 
 
BRIDGETT:  
I’m not cleaning that up. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
Granite fetch a bucket. Bridgett, have you seen Woody’s plug-in gripping hand? 
 
Granite jumps down the hatch with a roar. 
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BRIDGETT:  
The last time I saw it, was at the awards. Woody had just waded into one of the ponds… 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
WOODY! 
 
WOODY:  
SHARON! 
 
BRIDGETT: 
Sharon? 
 
WOODY:[THROUGH HEARTFELT TEARS] 
 My love, my sliver of moonlight, my winged wonder. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
Woody, Sharon is a fish and she’s gone back to sea. Two solid years of counselling has 
taught you nothing. 
 
Granite returns from the galley with a bucket. 
 
GRANITE:  
Get yer’ self a woman. [TAUNTING]Fishy! Fishy! Fishy! 
 
Granite looks in the bucket and pretends to play with a fish. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
Tell me you haven’t got a fish in there Granite. 
 
Captain Nice looks very worried. 
 
GRANITE:  
I hav’ not got a fish in here Captain. 
 
Granite attempts to put bits of the settee in the bucket. 
 
WOODY: (SOTTO VOCE] 
Sharon. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
You know what would happen if the Captain General even suspected we had a fish finger 
on the premises let alone a large salmon. 
 
Bridgett is admiring her skirt 
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BRIDGETT:  
Was that the chap who was upset last night and dropped the waiter over the balcony… 
 
WOODY &  GRANITE:  
Aye! 
 
BRIDGETT: 
 …who landed on the taxi sponsored by Virgin Pyrates… 
 
WOODY &  GRANITE:  
Aye! 
 
BRIDGETT: 
…With the flamingo stuffed in his trousers? 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
What happened then? 
 
WOODY:  
The flamingo caught a bus. 
 
BRIDGETT: 
So, mentioning fish to the Captain General is not a good idea? 
 
GRANITE: 
Mentioning, seeing, or hearing fish is most like to cause the Captain General to enter a 
frenzy of…MADNESS! 
 
BRIDGETT: 
I see. 
 
Bridgett pauses. All eyes are on her. 
 
BRIDGETT: 
Who’s Sharon? 
 
WOODY: [GULPING FOR AIR] 
She was… 
 
CAPTAIN NICE: 
She’s gone Woody. Now get on with the Web site. Global Modules Inc want to see the 
page today. They’ll be no mention of fish, lover or not, smell of fish, fish pictures, or any 
fish like puns…on my watch. We’ll win the contract, Hurrah! 
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Bridgett leaves, Granite sits next to Woody who is started tapping at his keyboard. 
 
JOSE: (V.O.) 
Patrone? 
 
 
CAPTAIN NICE: [CHANGING THE SUBJECT] 
I had a dream last night… 
 
WOODY: 
Me too, Captain Blood swung through the window with his eyes afar and a maiden atop 
his…. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE: 
Captain Blood? 
 
GRANITE & WOODY: 
YOU CAN TAKE HIM CAPTAIN. HURRRAH! 
 
CAPTAIN NICE: [DOUBTFUL BUT NOT SHOWING IT] 
Hurrah! What else happened in your dream? 
 
WOODY:  
That’s all I remember. O’ apart from feeling fiercely itchy. 
 
GRANITE:  
Tis’ a poxy Captain, that Blood. He won the ‘Outstanding Pyrate Newcomer to The High 
Street’ award… 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
Yeah… 
 
WOODY: 
And the ‘eCommerce for Committed Pyrate Christians… 
 
CAPTAIN NICE:  
Well… 
 
GRANITE:  
And he got the ‘Silver Cutlass’ for his contribution to piracy in the Small Medium 
Enterprise… 
 
Captain Nice pulls a pose of dignity. 
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Bridgett re-enters 
 
BRIDGETT: 
Was that for his chain of Captain Blood print reproduction and coffee shops with Wi-fi 
and Wii? 
 
 
GRANITE & WOODY: 
Aye. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE: 
Who won the award for ‘Outstanding Hair Cut in the ‘Breakdown Recovery Pyrate’ 
category? 
 
BRIDGETT:  
That was that nice German, Captain Audi Bastard Cock, the one on anti-depressants. And 
that very nice Captain Hope won ‘Nicest Pyrate in Media Sales.’ 
 
CAPTAIN NICE: 
Set up the Webcam Woody. 
 
Woody taps on the keyboard. Granite moves the mouse at Woody’s direction. 
 
BRIDGETT:  
Why does the Captain General have such an aversion to fish? 
 
CAPTAIN NICE: 
Woody? 
 
The Lights go down. The sound of creaking timbers and wind. 
 
WOODY:  
‘Twas a dark and pitiful night, fit only for the gods of Wind and Sea. The Captain 
General was running bananas out of British Hondruas, him and a gang of mulatto dwarfs. 
The boat, the Good Ship ‘Quirt’ ran onto a rock placed by Satan, the dwarfs were hurled 
ashore but the Captain General was trapped amongst the rigging for three days, three 
nights, and a morning. Through out that time he was…nibbled. Aye nibbled by the 
blowfish of the reef. Since then the Captain General has had a violent reaction to all 
things fish. I be itchy. 
 
BRIDGETT:  
He should get counselling. 
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CAPTAIN NICE:  
Aye. Council the Captain General and he’ll… 
 
BRIDGETT:  
No. Woody has an imaginary itch and tends to dramatise the simplest things, 
 
Captain Nice and Bridgett’s P.O.V. Woody is slowly going into reverse. He gets up, at 
half speed, puts his hat on and starts to walk backwards out of the door. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE: 
There’s nothing wrong with him a good swim er, or float couldn’t cure. 
 
BRIDGETT:  
Look he’s at it again. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE: 
What in the name of Heggaty is he… 
 
BRIDGETT: 
It’s his inability to connect with the present that manifests in him going into reverse. 
 
WOODY: [TO GRANITE] 
So Lady Jane’s father walks in, just as I’ve finished the opening to Othello, she’s doing 
her impression of a greedy Gannet around my ‘Cheeky Chaplin’, so I pretend that  the 
world has gone into reverse, I button myself up, put my hat on, and walk backwards 
slowly out the door. 
 
Granite laughs. 
 
BRIDGETT: [TO CAPTAIN NICE] 
I wonder what goes on inside his head? 
 
We cut to inside Captain Nice’s head and see him on the prow of a ship, his arm around 
an unidentified woman, the wind and spray cover them to an upbeat rendition of Green 
Day’s ‘When September Comes. 
 
CAPTAIN NICE: [WISTFULLY] 
Are we ready for the Web cast men? 
 
WOODY &  GRANITE: 
Hurrrrah! 
 
Woody starts to guide the mouse using Granite. Bridgett exits. 
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WOODY: 
Grip tight. 
 
GRANITE:  
Grip tight! 
 
Captain Nice admires Bridgett’s new skirt. 
 

- END OF EXTRACT - 
 


